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Membership
members pay pro-rata subs for the period up to the start of 
the next membership year (1st October).  Full membership 
information and application form can be downloaded from 
the CSS website 
New members wishing to join should send a cheque 
payable to Chelsea Spelæological Society along with their 
membership application form to the Secretary. Members 
who are renewing a subscription should sent the payment 
to the Treasurer. The committee will normally consider 
voting provisional members up to full membership after 
6 months by which time they should have become known.

Please send all subscriptions to:
Gary Jones, 29 Canney Close,
Chiseldon
Swindon
SN4 0PG
Current rates are:
Full  £30
Joint  £40
PLUS your BCA subscription per person of £6 for non 
cavers and £17 for cavers.
Members who have BCA membership via another club 
need not pay twice but should include their BCA number 
and membership club with their payment.
Associate    £24 (BCA Non Caver already included)
Provisional   £10
for 6 months + pro-rata BCA membership (depends 
on date joining).  Provisional members made into full 

The views expressed in the Newsletter are those of the author of the article and do not necessarily represent the views of the Society.
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Cover Photo
Credit to Duncan Simey.  L-R 
Duncan Price, John Cooper, 
Nick Butler, Jude Vanderplank, 
Andy Chamberlain & Jon 
Da’Casto pose for Saga maga-
zine “caving on Christmas Day” 
in the Old Grotto of Swildons 
Hole on October 11th (!) 2016.

Thank’s for all this editions contributions and photos
Thanks for making my last journal a  fantastic
bumper edition with some great articles and Photos.
Matt and Mandy Voysey have kindly agreed to take 
over the journal next year unless someone else puts 
themselve forward at the AGM.
In the last three years I have recieved some great 
articles, stories and stunning photos.
A big thank’s to everyone who has contributed.
A special thank you to John Cooper for proof 
reading the Journal and Mark Lumley for inspiration
in Photography and media over the years.
                            Steve Sharp

EditorialSubs are now due! 
Contrary to popular belief (or so it would 
seem) the club’s membership year runs from 
1st October to 30th September. Please pay 
promptly, i.e. this side of Christmas. One 
important reason is so that Gary can send 
in the BCA membership subs and we all get 
our insurance cards without delay.
Current rates are – Full: £30 (add BCA in-
surance at £17 active caver, £6 non-caver, or 
nothing if you have BCA insurance through 
another route); Joint: £40 (add insurance); 
Associate: £24 which includes non-caver 
insurance. Payment by cash, cheque or bank 
transfer (Lloyds account no. 00591115 sort 
code 30-90-02) but please email Gary (chel-
seatreasurer@gmail.com) to let him know if 
you send your subs this way.

Matt Voysey

Steve Sharp in OFD
Photography - Paul Dold

Mandy Voysey
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A Blast from the Past. CSS 1960’s 
Steve asked me to do a piece for his final editorship of the CSS Newsletter and after reading the most 
interesting report in July/Aug/Sept edition on Pwll Dwfn, I thought I would try doing an article on CSS‘s 
first foray into potholing, so here goes. 

Let’s try doing Pwll Dfwn, that’s a pothole isn’t it? 

In the early days of CSS cave exploration on Llangattock, we usually had to hitch hike from London 
down to South Wales on a Friday evening and camp on the tramroad towards Eglwys Faen but water 
for cooking was always a problem. If there were enough of us and it was free, we could book The Old 
Daren Sunday School, which meant going all the way to Brynmawr first to pick up the key from Ron 
Starr in King’s Street. In those days very few members owned a vehicle, or even a driving licence, 
except Bill Maxwell, so we all tried to ask him first if he was going to Wales that weekend.  Unless 
there were eight to ten members to share the cost of hire for a minibus (Dormobile) it was just too 
expensive to hire any sort of vehicle for just a few of us, so hitchhike it was. Hitch hiking with camping 
and caving gear was bad enough but to carry rope and ladder for potholing as well was impossible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1961 CSS Christmas 
The Old Daren Sunday School. 
Five CSS members spent a very cold Christmas in the 
Sunday School, so going underground was much warmer 
than being outside or even, inside the Sunday School at 
that time.  Our wet boiler suits would freeze solid when 
coming out of Aggy, (Ogof Agen Allwedd) which made 
walking back to the Sunday School very difficult. 
In those days we didn’t have much use for caving ladder 
as there weren’t too many potholes around, just the odd 
pitch here and there like in Swildon’s Hole and doing the 
dig in Findon Well. The society did have some ladder and 
rope but not that much therefore to do any real 
potholing was a problem, which meant we had to 
borrow it or join other caving club trips. 
Pete Thompson was keen to get the society into proper 
potholing so on this Christmas he got all the ladder 
together he could for a try at Pwll Dfwn. Bill drove us 
over to Dan yr Ogof in terrible snowy road condition. We 
eventually managed it after many snow blocked roads, 
(see top Photo). Clive Calder, Pete and I put on our caving 
gear and with bulging tackle bags headed up the hill in 
deep snow. I don’t know now how we found the pot 
entrance under all the snow but Pete is good at that sort 
of navigating thing. We dug down into the snow not 
knowing if we would fall into a hole but eventually found 
the entrance with relative warm air coming out. 
We had a great trip underground and I can’t remember 
how many pitches we eventually did, only that we 
amazingly managed to find the entrance in a whiteout of 
snow and get off the mountain again in the dark.  

Pete Thompson digging out the snow filled 
entrance to Pwll Dfwn - 1961 

 

By Geo Fletcher
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Bye the Way……Pete Thompson is the “Pete” in Aggy’s Terminal Upper Chamber’s “Pete’s Café,” as 
he had a primus stove, mugs and lots of packets of soup to entice people to help him dig up there. 

Venturing North to Yorkshire in the 1960’s 
With the success of our first real pothole, Pwll Dfwn under our belts, Pete Thompson, myself and 
others were keen to do more, so Pete organised a one day, Sunday trip down to The Mendips to do 
the big pitched Primrose Pot in Eastwater Cavern. By this time I had a motorbike so carrying gear was 
easier. We dragged all the ladder and rope down the bedding plane where good old Clive Calder solidly 
lifelined us down the very awkward  letterbox squeeze slot over the big pitch and then waited to pull 
us up which was all very exciting but a slow and tight thrutch upwards.  We all got home very late that 
night but another great potholing trip was had by all.. 

At this time also, Harry Pearman used to organise archaeological digging weekends at the Roman well 
at Findon, which was good practice for ladder climbing. See photo of sixty foot of caving ladder from 
the bottom of the well taken with an open lens and magnesium strip. Climbing ladder was great fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE. Digging Bill Maxwell’s car down the road from The 
Old Daren Sunday School. 
LEFT. Geo Fletcher, Jane Bonner nee Tyas, Pat Cornelius nee 
Browne, inside the freezing cold Old Daren Sunday School 
after a wet trip into Aggy. 

 

On to Proper Yorkshire Potholes. 
After our adventure in Primrose Pot, Pete then 
organised an adventure “up north”. He found we 
could just about ladder Bull Pot in Kingsdale with all 
the gear we had but how to get there was the 
problem? Then fortuitously Bob Crane, a novice, 
joined the club and he had a Triumph Herald Van for 
his job, so we soon got him to join us on the 
understanding he drove us there which he agreed. 
Bob always drove like he was late for an important 
appointment, but even so, without the benefit of 
motorways, we travelled north to end up camping in 
the dark, after midnight, on snow, in Braida Garth 
Farm. We were delighted to do a real watery pothole 
the next day and came out soaking wet to a freezing 
tent, then it was off to the Martin Arms in Ingleton; 
the rest is history. Looking up in Findon Roman Well (dry) in Sussex 
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More gear and more ambitious CSS potholing plans. 
Bruce Bedford, after his return in 1964 from hitch hiking all the way to Australia, took to organising an 
expedition to Triglav Pot in the then Yugoslavia through Prof Ivan Gams of their Speleological Institute. 
He wrote to many manufacturers and managed to procured lots of free aluminium tubing, aircraft 
wire and other gear and equipment for making 1,500 feet of caving ladder and got firms to donate 
rope and climbing harnesses. We took over Julia James’s basement flat in London as a workshop for 
making ladder. During and after this we began training on many of the top super severe potholes in 
Yorkshire at the time, like Simpson’s/Swinstow double through trip, Meregill, Juniper Gulf, Penyghent 
Pot and even Gaping Ghyll main shaft. To make our adventure north easier the Society had acquired 
a Dormobile (mini bus), purchased from sponsor money from the “Daily Herald” newspaper for 
exclusive rights to the Triglav Experdition….That’s yet another story. 

 

 
 

Geo filling made up ladder ends with Araldite. 

Tony Payne, Colin Holdsworth and Tich Morris getting ready to 
do Penyghent Pot with Penyghent Mountain in the background. 

 

 

ABOVE Colin Holdsworth hammering in the stainless steel 
wedges to fix the wire. 

RIGHT. Bruce Bedford swaging the ends of the wire to hold the 
connecting “C” rings 
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Tuesday 16 August 2016
Joe Duxbury, Paul Tarrant, Dave Mullan 
(SWCC)
Paul invited me along on a through trip 
from Simpson’s Pot to Valley Entrance, 
with him and a SWCC member, Dave Mul-
lan. There was a lot of discussion as to 
whether we’d be able to get through the slit, 
at the top of Slit Pot, but I was supremely 
confident that it would be passable. After 
all, I’d done it before, a few years ago. So 
we joined a throng of other cavers joyfully 
changing by the Kingsdale roadside , then 
clawed our way up the hillside to the Tur-
bary Road. As we followed the directions 
in Dave’s book, we met another group who 
had been scouring the moor for some time, 
looking for the same, elusive, pothole. Per-
haps because we had a reliable description 
with us, we found it straight away, and set 
off down. 
Other than not following the water down 
Bob’s Pit, the route finding was straightfor-
ward. At the bottom of Storm Pot, we ended 
in a pool with no way on. But the panto-
mime instruction ‘Behind yoooou!’ revealed 
a low arch, through which appeared Jill 
Brunsdon and a group from Combined Ser-
vices. (With an event the size of EuroSpeleo, 
it wasn’t surprising the number of people 
you knew that you encountered under-
ground). Then several short pitches followed 
in quick succession, until Aven Pot.
After Aven Pot there is a climb or a squeeze 
into the chamber at the top of Slit Pot. I 
chose the squeeze, and just managed to 
scrape through. The others climbed over 
the top, and I pulled the pitch rope through 
the slit and clipped on. My old copy of 
Northern Caves Volume Four says ‘Even 
large people can pass this obstacle by go-
ing through upright’, but this was written in 
the days of ladder and line, when you didn’t 
have a waist encumbered by large amounts 
of metalwork. Selected Caves of Britain and 
Ireland says ‘those of a larger disposition 

must squeeze through at a higher level’, and 
although I don’t consider myself to be in 
this category, with all the aforementioned 
ironmongery on I couldn’t do it. So I gave 
up, and Paul said ‘I told you so,’ and we 
returned to go back up Aven Pitch. As we 
did so, a party of two women joined us and 
started their attempt on Slit Pot. They were 
still struggling when we left. For some stu-
pid reason I went back through the squeeze, 
where my Stop managed to jam itself in a 
vertical slot, at right angles to my body. 
After an epic struggle, lubricated by large 
amounts of blue air, I managed to free the 
blasted thing and ascend the pitch. We as-
cended some traverse lines to reach a heav-
ily calcited chamber. In the opposite corner 
a rope led us down a rift to an exposed hang 
at the top of Great Aven Pitch, a free hang 
of 41 m.
Once at the bottom we proceeded down 
the short last pitch of Swinsto Hole and 
through to the Master Cave. On the way 
we met a bloke who’d come off the end of 
the Great Aven rope (the end knot had been 
untied!) and fallen enough to give his back 
a bad knock, and he was having to take it 
slowly. We made sure he and his companion 
got to the rope up into the Roof Tunnel. 
Back at the road, we met the two women 
we’d last seen at Slit Pot. They had in fact 
got through, quite easily, and completed the 
descent. Grrr!

Simpson Pot By Joe Duxbury

Joe Duxbury
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Digging Projects in Daren Cilau
How much large cave passage is still waiting to be discovered in the eastern half of Mynydd Llangatwg?  
Part of the fun of cave exploration is the hypothesising about what might lie in the blank spaces on the 
map.  The last couple of decades have seen only modest discoveries of new passage in Daren Cilau – but 
does that mean we’ve found most of it?

In many caves, the draughts and water courses are an important clue when looking for new cave passages.  
Much of Daren is quite dry and draughtless, of course, and too often draughts lead into un-diggable col-
lapses of the shale band that lies not far above the old fossil passages.  For example, there is a tantalizing 
draught at Valentine’s Chamber – the likely north-west continuation of the Loop Route, itself the continu-
ation of Epocalypse Way, but the draught comes down from above through “hanging death” green and 
purple shale, and may be a connect via faulting to the surface somewhere nearby.  

There is, in fact, a blank area of about a square kilometer between this part of Daren, Eglwys Faen and Aggy 
which has caught many cavers’ attention, but despite numerous digs nobody has managed to find a way in.  
Probably the biggest passage in Daren that heads in that direction is the Source of Time, at the Northern 
end of the Time Machine.  It is quite possible this is related to Aggy Main Passage.  There was a dig here 
about 15 years ago but there has been little interest in reviving it, partly because it is seen as too far into 
the cave for day trips and too near the entrance for a camping trip!  There is rock that needs breaking at the 
dig face, and despite following a solid right-hand wall it’s not entirely clear what is bedrock and what isn’t.  
All the same, it’s in such a strategic location it’s surely worth some more attention.

In the opposite direction where does the cave go?  Bonsai Streamway is at a lower level than the dry fos-
sil passages, and it is clear that the underground river that carved out the Time Machine had another exit 
from the mountain.  And, in fact, there are three major passages heading towards the Clydach Gorge.  The 
most westerly is Western and Eastern Flyover.  It actually starts from the Meeting Room as Beyond Time 
but there is no open connection to Western Flyover.  Eastern Flyover ends at a massive and rather unfriend-
ly choke.  Although it’s a huge passage up to that point, there’s no guarantee the rest of it won’t be largely 
full of sediment – and I’m not making any predictions about that.

Several digs in the vicinity “Eastern Flyover Dig” from the mezzanine level above, and “The Flyunder” at 
the bottom of the chasm in Half Mile Passage were attempted but abandoned (although in my view neither 
should be written off).  There was hope that TIT (The Inconvenient Truth) in Frog Street would drop through 
the roof of Eastern Flyover, but after a major investment of time and materials this was inevitably aban-
doned.  There is still another possible way into the continuation of Eastern Flyover, and that’s the choke at 
the end of the right-hand branch of Half Mile Passage immediately beyond the “chasm”.  Digging upwards 
into a choke is not something to be attempted lightly, but in this case I’m hoping it may be more a matter 
of digging around a corner.  The heights are about right to meet the top of a rubble slope at the far side of 
Eastern Flyover choke.

Gary Kiely - Making a brewAndy Snook - Digging in frog Street
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The next passage across is Half Mile Passage itself.  People have tried to pass the terminal choke but it’s a 
very difficult prospect.  It’s an intriguing place, though, because there’s a draught.  The other passage head-
ing in this direction is Frog Street, dug about 10 years ago.  Again, this has an enticing draught which corre-
lates with the Half Mile Passage draught and is not related to outside temperature but more to wind direc-
tion.  At the end of Frog Street we intercepted a large high level passage.  Sadly, this was totally filled with 
sediment at the southern end and the draught disappeared upwards into a choke at the other end.  There 
is a good chance that this would connect with Half Mile Passage, and maybe another passage towards the 
Clydach Gorge.  Definitely a strategic place for a dig, but a difficult one.  There is a small possibility that a 
route could be excavated around the left side of the choke – straight up into it is not an option.

Finally the third passage – Aggy Passage, which ends at a pair of large boulder and shale chokes.  I reckon 
this is the most likely of the three passages to be wide open the other side of the choke.  This is the highest 
level passage and is less likely to have been filled with silt in the past when the water table was much high-
er.   As with the other two passages, other digs have come close to its projected continuation but haven’t 
intercepted.  One is Diggers Day Off – a narrow phreatic passage leading off Crystal Oxbow which gradually 
diminishes in size until it becomes too narrow to make any more progress merely by removing infill.  The 
other is Kilburn High Road – still a live digging project, albeit a labour intensive one – and since it is about 
200 metres from the Aggy Passage choke it’s impossible to say whether it’s anywhere near intercepting.

I think the potential rewards of pushing Aggy Passage choke are excellent – especially the passage beyond 
it is like the other superb passages in this part of the cave – and that it is worth a serious digging assault.  It 
would almost certainly need shoring, and therefore there would be additional effort and expense to obtain 
and transport scaffolding and other materials two and a half hours into the cave.  

The problem, of course, is finding enough people with the time, enthusiasm and energy to push these proj-
ects forwards.  The core Daren Diggers team has dwindled over recent years, and while there are plenty of 
people with an interest in exploring the cave there are not many new diggers coming forwards to join us.  
Hence this article – I’m just hoping it might spark some interest somewhere.  So, if you’re reading this and 
want to help find the rest of Daren Cilau, please get in touch!

By Adrian Fawcett

Photography - Steve Sharp

Mark Lumley on the digging front line.
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Rimstone Revisited 

by John Stevens 

As the survey of Agen Allwedd progresses we start to 
investigate obscure and little visited sections of the system. 
When we surveyed Upper Keyhole Passage we managed to 
double its length, so we have an incentive to map these. 

Rimstone Passage is one of nearly a dozen higher level 
passages and oxbows above Turkey Streamway. I had not 
heard of anyone in the club visiting the passage and even its 
exact location was open to interpretation. When I sketched in 
May 2012, the detail to add on to Peter Cousins centreline 
survey of Turkey Streamway. I noted some high level 
passages in the correct area, and assumed the upstream one 
would be it. Unfortunately this did not match exactly the 
position on the Ian Penney survey of Aggy. So back to the 
older source surveys to see where it might be. 

 

From March 1960 – Hereford CC – shows it between 
Hawkins Horror and Double Oxbows. 

 

From D.E.Leitch April 1960 survey – another stylised option. 

The H. Lord survey of 1963, misses the passage off totally, 
so no help there. 

 

 

From Ian Penney 1979 survey- it seems to be sited on a 
dogleg. 

 

From the new survey. 

A is the route to Hawkin’s Horror and into Sand Caverns and 
Summertime. While I continued up stream adding detail to 
the centreline in 2012, I came across a bolt route of 7 spits at 
B to an obvious high level passage. Between B and C, I 
managed to climb up a slightly exposed chimney to reach an 
upper passage. Up stream quickly lead to a window 
overlooking the stream at C, while heading down above the 
stream eventually led to the top of the bolt route. I bet the 
bolters were pissed off that they could have free climbed into 
the passage. As there were no formations to talk of, I doubted 
this was Rimstone Passage but it was on the dogleg where Ian 
Penney had marked it. The next thing of note was some 
graffiti from H Lord, R Wright, N Harper and R Ferguson 
dated 10/4/59. Soon after another high level was seen some 
4-6 m up at D. Could this be Rimstone? Only one way to find 
out, but that would have to wait for over 4 years. 
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So the return to Rimstone Passage was on 22 Oct 2016, by 
myself and a mountain of gear. Drill, SRT kit plus bolts, 
hangers and ladder. That lot weighed in at 10kg then I 
crammed in a 15m rope into the sack, which left the survey 
kit, camera and food in my yellow box. It was going to be 
two loads to carry, always fun in the chokes. Water levels 
were very low but the rocks were very slippery in places so 
extra caution was needed. However I did get to site D with 
dry feet, don’t often cross Turkey Pool and manage that. 

 A quick snack and then on with the task. A sling over a rock 
gave a secure belay for the ladder, so the first bolt was placed 
nearly 3m up. Three more bolts got me to a position where 
the next bolt site seemed to be into deep mud. With a bit of 
self lining I went for the top, it was easier than I thought, the 
mud was nice and grippy. A final bolt and stainless ring 
hanger were placed on the wall to aid descent.  

It was immediately obvious that the passage had only been 
visited once before, probably by no more than two people. So 
I got the camera out to try and record the near pristine state of 
this 3m wide 2m high passage. 

 

Just a few footprints leading onwards. 

The cap mud is nicely cracked with some deep drip pots in 
places. In one area, BNS (British Nylon Spinners) was 
marked in the mud, just near the end of the river of calcite. 

 

The passage has a couple of small roof domes, the first of 
which has some nice fossils in the mudstone matrix. 

 

 

The calcite on the floor becomes more abundant until it 
covers the entire floor. 

 

Photography - John Stevens
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A couple of crystal formations which are at the start of the 
final low section of 15m before the passage gets too low over 
a crystal pool. This last section was a dried up pool and the 
mud showed no signs of it being crossed. After a couple of 
minutes I could make out marks on the crystals ahead and a 
few broken bits of calcite raft. Since its initial exploration, 
this section has filed with water to hide the marks. After 
cleaning myself down, I followed to complete the survey and 
photograph the end.  In doing so I picked up mud off the odd 
mud bank, so my transit it all too obvious to me. 

At the end, water could be heard dripping ahead and it seems 
to open up but to try and pass this would mean digging a 
trench right through the crystal pool. I decided the survey 
may show where this maybe going. 

 

 

The final crystal pool with only about 5cm from the calcite 
raft top to roof.  

I carefully surveyed out and back to the bolt at the start of the 
passage. I rigged a double rope with a stop knot and derigged 
as I descended. The rope was then pulled down. I derigged 
fully as the passage end is just too delicate to have anyone 
else visit the final 15m. 

A bit more food and then leave a point to survey to in the 
streamway. I looked for any of Peter Cousins possible 
stations and took a few splays to likely places. It was going to 
be a long trip out and the wet rope would add even more 
weight, so that was to be left at the Turkey Chamber dig. It 
seems it would be about 100m further upstream to link to the 
prime survey station at Double Oxbows or twice that to 
Hawkin’s Horror.  Looking at the PDA screen, the survey 
seemed to be heading almost due East and this part of the 
streamway heads quite Easterly. Could the end be near 
another climb up from the streamway? As I headed 
downstream, I looked for possible places but only noted the 
previously found high level oxbow as the stream doglegs too 
far south to link. I finally exited after just 9.5hours. 

It was only after a got back to the cottage and looked at the 
surveys there, that it became obvious the Rimstone Passage 
and Frozen River Passage do have a common source for there 
crystals and development. 

A joint/fault seems to be present at the ends of both the side 
passages off Sand Caverns and may also cause the cascade in 
the streamway. This would also help the water flow into the 
end of Rimstone and Frozen River. A careful examination of 
the end of Frozen River is now on the cards to see if anything 
is familiar to me. 

 

 

Photography - John Stevens
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The updated survey of the Rimstone Passage Area.

 

Finally, who were the BNS members that had found the 
passage?  Turkey Pool was passed in the summer of 58, with 
Summertime found in May 59. The March and April surveys 
of 60, both show it as being found.  

The club library has a thin folder of BNS literature. Most of it 
is the clipping from Signpost and latter Fibres Post, a weekly 
work newspaper from British Nylon Spinners later ICI. But 
these clipping start in November 63. Google and the British 
Library failed to produce anything for the weekly newspaper, 

which later clipping tell of most trips they carried out. SWCC 
may have some earlier clippings, I believe, so that may 
produce results. 

The only publication before that is the BNS sports and social 
club journal of the speleology sub-section which seems to 
date from around Sept 59. It has a very early map of 
Summertime but doesn’t show Rimstone. So unfortunately at 
present I have drawn a blank. 
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Devon Weekend – September 23rd – 25th

Although Devon isn’t a major caving region, it nev-
ertheless makes for a fun weekend once in a while.

Our party consisted of Adrian, Matt and Mandy, 
Mike and Dawn Read, and for Saturday evening and 
Sunday we were joined by Andy Heath.  We stayed 
at the DSS hut in Buckfastleigh – these days called 
South Devon Bunkhouse – and it no longer has holes 
in the roof, nor any longer an electricity meter that 
constantly needs feeding with pound coins.

Saturday’s trip was Bakers Pit – a 20 minute walk 
from the hut.  We had a route description but no 
survey of the cave, and it wasn’t long before we were 
having trouble getting the description to fit with re-
ality.  As it turned out, it didn’t matter – we explored 
some places we might otherwise have ignored, and 
managed to see most of the cave.  We successfully lo-
cated the climb into Plymouth Extensions and found 
our way right up to The Brain, at the top.  We were 
four and a half hours underground altogether.

For Saturday evening we had pre-booked at a restau-
rant in Buckfastleigh, recommended by Andy Rum-
ming.  It is possibly the only restaurant in the town, 
but the pizzas certainly were good.  We went for a 
pre-dinner drink at a recommended pub a mile out 
of town – that was fine, but we were caught out by a 
sudden downpour and arrived at the restaurant in a 
somewhat soggy state!

On Sunday we went to Afton Red Rift.  The entrance 
passage was more slippery and treacherous than I 
had remembered!  And the final chamber more pretty.
Although we’d all done it on some previous occasion, 
our memory of how to complete the round trip was 
a little hazy, and we all ended up exploring in dif-
ferent directions and Mandy had a close encounter 
with greater horseshoe bat.  We arrived at a window 
with a seemingly impossible manoeuvre the other 
side – and wondered how we’d managed it on previ-
ous occasions.  Maybe we’d had a rope or a sling or 
something before?  Heading back the way we’d come 
in, we approached the round trip connection from 
the other side – still fairly precarious, but with some 
helpers ready to prevent me plummeting to my doom 
I managed to climb into the window then reverse the 
manoeuvre.  So perhaps we could claim to have done 
the round trip once in each direction – or maybe not 
at all.  For a short cave Afton is, it has to be said, a 
bit of a beast.

Two Autumn Away Weekends
By Adrian Fawcett

Derbyshire Weekend – 14th to 16th October

The partakers in this year’s Derbyshire weekend 
were: Matt and Mandy, Jann and Jenny, Chris T, Lisa 
B, John N, Adrian, and Charles.  John went down 
with some sort of a bug on Saturday morning – no, 
not alcohol induced – and didn’t make it under-
ground.
For the second year running we stayed at the Or-
pheus hut, and most people hiked along the Tissing-
ton Trail to the Royal Oak pub and back on Friday 
night.

Saturday morning started with a major rope pack-
ing session.  5 sacks of rope were required altogether 
for the Oxlow – Maskhill exchange trip, and fortu-
nately we had a party of 7 to carry it all!  We located 
both entrances without too much difficulty.  The 
rope lengths and rigging guide were pretty accurate 
for Maskhill Mine, but the Oxlow party didn’t have 
things so easy and had to get a bit creative to make 
the final rope reach the bottom.  Air quality was not 
too good at the bottom of the cave – most of us no-
ticed we were breathing quite heavily – but no major 
cause for concern.  

By the time we were all out of the cave time was get-
ting on – Mandy had booked us in for dinner at a lo-
cal pub at 8 p.m. – so we hurried back to the Orpheus 
to get ready.  Last year we had spent quite some time 
driving around to find somewhere to eat on Saturday 
night.  Since we were quite a large group (Charles’s 
relatives came too) we had the pub’s restaurant to 
ourselves for the evening – so this worked out well.

We had arranged for an Orpheus leader to take us 
into Water Icicle Close Cave on Sunday, which al-
lowed us to visit the well-decorated extensions.  We 
also got to see some of their digs, one of which had 
a bicycle bolted to the top of a scaffolded shaft to be 
used as a hauling mechanism – after a bit of main-
tenance, perhaps.  Water Icicle is a pleasant cave, 
much of the passage being a comfortable walking 
size, with a few climbs and crawls to add variety. 

With 9 of us underground, it took about an hour and 
a half for everybody to prussik back up the entrance 
shaft – a free-hang of nearly 30 metres.  While wait-
ing at the bottom of the pitch, there was added inter-
est provided by a couple of small frogs that seem to 
have adapted to this environment.
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solo down the cave as nobody else fancied it. Water was 
still flowing into the pipes presumably from the much 
smaller lake above. Amazingly water had flowed through 
our entire route to the dig face to enter the choke at the 
end. All the mud in the cave had been washed away leav-
ing clean washed boulders and the odd patch of gravel. 
We had a new clean cave .Water was still cascading out 
of the roof directly into the shaft in the bigger chamber. 
I nearly bottled out but carried on down getting soaked 
in the process. All the cave water seemed to meet in the 
final rift passage to flow directly into the dig which now 

Vurley Dig Update November 2016
By Nick Chipchase
Worked slowed down at the site over late Summer and 
early Autumn as folk were away at times and we had a 
CO2 build up. However all the remedial work got done 
and the shaft at the end of the cave deepened by another 
three metres bringing the dig close to forty metres deep. 
On the weekend of November 19th and 20th Mendip expe-
rienced heavy rain resulting in the blockage of Longwood 
Valley Sink and overflow into the gorge. For us at Vurley 
something remarkable happened. Our depression flooded 
to a metre and a half deep isolating the pipes with water 
cascading through the joints into the cave. Our site hut 
had a stream through it making rather a mess to our nice 
carpets. A few of us went up on the following Tuesday to 
clear up the hut and see if our lake had retreated. I went 

was completely devoid of mud. I came out of the cave 
soaking wet but completely clean. A first in over 60 trips. 
Although I saw no damage to the cave or work done in 
there we decided to suspend further digging until a proper 
survey can be undertaken early in December. In any case 
the generator cable will have to be removed as the con-
nectors got a soaking. I am thinking a mudless Mendip 
dig might be a bit of a novelty.
Photos.

Photography - Nick Chipchase
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NGR 17567 40516 ( Capped shaft on adit ).

Travelling further west from Cannington on the 
main road approaching Holford one can look 
towards Hinkley Point power station and see a 
Cornish engine house. Certainly an oddity in the 
Somerset landscape.This is the Glebe engine house 
for the Buckingham Mine. This extensive mine was 
worked for copper from 1760 to it’s final closure 
around 1822. In fact the mine was mothballed and 
the shafts capped. Much of the mine should remain 
intact with artifacts still in situ. More importantly 
for us the miners entered natural caverns beneath 
the other engine house in the beech grove. In 1795 
they were described thus - “ The surprising cavities 
and large caverns we have discovered under the 
beech grove are beyond my powers of describing. 
One in particular which is about 28 yards in length 
and from 4 to 12 yards high and wide the top of 
which is 14 yards below the surface --- “. The writer 
goes on to describe what can only be beautiful 
stalagmite deposits. Enough to make any caver 
highly excited.
In 1968 I located the mine adit entrance buried 
in brambles by the road side. Exploring the low 
adit for some metres we came to a brick grill. 
Hammering three courses of bricks out took us into 
a man hole to the surface. ( an abstraction point for 
water feeding a covered reservoir further down the 
lane ). More work on the second brick grill took us 
into the continuing adit. Sadly this terminated in a 
collapse of the adit roof lintels at a point near the 
entrance to the field above. In the early seventies 
with Chelsea member Trevor Knief we attempted 
to clear the blockage mindful of possible backed up 
water beyond. Water was pouring through the sides 
of the choke.Digging was a hopeless proposition as 
the loose soil above the adit ( possibly constructed 
here as cut and cover ) kept collapsing back down. 
We abandoned the effort.

The enormous potential of the site played on my 
mind for years. A few years back we assembled a 
new team and worked via the man hole which is 
near a foot path. We made good progress replacing 
the broken lintels with wooden slats anchored on 
top the side walls then adding planks longways 
above.The spoil was dissolved in the stream at the 
manhole to wash away. We got interrupted by the 
tenant farmer who wanted no further work done 
until we could supply proof of liability cover. 
(The site is part of the large estate owned by Lady 
Gass). 

Buckingham Mine

Buckingham Adit - The Manhole

Buckingham Mine - From my log

Buckingham Mine. Glebe engine house.
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Whilst we were mulling this over the tenant farmer 
sadly died. The group lost interest and all efforts 
ceased though one could get unofficial access via 
the adit portal in the bank in the lane. The obvious 
answer to the digging problems would be to drop 
a shaft on to the adit where the field meets the 
the adjoining cottage garden under which the adit 
continues. ( Another capped shaft exists in there 
somewhere. ). The shaft would only need to be a few 
metres deep and could be lined and sealed. From 
there the adit might be accessible. ( The adit enters 
rock some way up and would not have required 
the wall and lintels.) With this in mind I inspected 
the site recently to see a metre wide collapse above 
the adit line somewhere near the dig point below. 
The new farmer was never approached as we got 
involved with our new site at Vurley. So there it lies 
. A mile or so of preserved 18th Century mine with 
large natural caverns. 

Some years ago one of the shaft caps collapsed to 
reveal a deep shaft to water. Sadly I never saw 
it. Also beyond the main road a small circular 
depression in a field marked the position of another 
shaft though this has since been leveled off. I 
suppose I can continue dreaming of those wonderful 
caverns for another few years.

A full history of Buckingham Mine is included in “ 
Men and Mining on the Quantocks “. ( Two editions 
).
English Heritage published a survey report ( ISNN 
1478-7008 )  on the “Dodington Mines” surface 
features.2003.

The Somerset Heritage Centre holds the original 
survey in plan and section of Buckingham Mine 
which appears to show the natural caverns. Several 
authors have endeavored to tie this in with today’s 
surface features though great accuracy is impossible 
to attain.

Nick Chipchase Nov 2016.

Photography - Nick Chipchase

Buckingham Adit. Buckingham adit. Installing wooden
lintels

CSS Annual Dinner at The Bear, Crickhowell, 
Sat 28th January 2017 

 
Price per head £22.50 

 
 Person 1 Person 2 
Name:   

Starter   
Soup of the Day                                                                 
Chicken Liver Parfait, Onion Jam & 
Toasted Brioche                                                                                      

  

Baked Goat’s Cheese, Beetroot & 
Rocket Salad 

  

Hot Smoked Mackerel, Potato & Chive 
Salad 

  

Main   
Baked Fillet of Salmon, New Potato & 
Salsa Verdi 

  

Pan Roasted Chicken Breast, Pearl 
Barley Risotto & Lemon Thyme Jus 

  

7 Hour Upper Cathedine Lamb, Potato 
Puree & Red Currant Jus 

  

Fine Tart of Tomato, Courgette, 
Mozzarella & Pesto   

  

Dessert   
Bread & Butter Pudding with Rum & 
Bananas 

  

Apple Crumble & Custard   
Crème Brulee, Seasonal Fruit Compote 
& Shortbread Biscuits 

  

 
Tick here if you need transport to/from Whitewalls [Separate Charge]    
 
Please send this form and a cheque for £22.50 per person made payable to CSS, no 
later than Monday 16th January 2017 to -  
 
Mandy Voysey, 
23 Westbury Leigh, Westbury, 
Wiltshire, BA13 3SE 
 
If you would like to pay by BACS then contact Gary at chelseatreasurer@gmail.com, 
menu choices can also be emailed to me at mandola76@gmail.com 
 
 

CSS Annual Dinner -January 28th 2017
Don’t forget to fill out and send in, your CSS 
Annual Dinner booking form enclosed with this 
copy of the journal.
It would be good to see you there :-)
We plan to show a caving film starring various 
members and their exploits over the years.
Please bring some biscuits with you for the 
AGM (two packets are never enough) ;-)
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by Mark Lumley
I’ve recently moved over to Castlemartin, on the 

Pembroke coast, right next to the artillery range (ear 
defenders optional!) and directly opposite Pen y Holt 
stack. The Castlemartin peninsular sports a magnificent 
stretch of coast with rugged, dramatic limestone cliffs 
including those in the popular climbing area around 
St. Govan’s Head and along Castlemartin Range East. 
The area has an abundance of superb sea caves and 
blowholes and there is potential for ‘normal’ caves as 
evidenced by sites such as Ogof Govan (permission 
required) on Saddle Head and the significant 
resurgence by Star Rock on Broadhaven beach.

A number of small caves, including several of 
archaeological importance have been found over 
the years, most notably by members of SWCC & 
Cwmbran Caving Club (SWCC Newsletter 95, 1981.  Castlemartin 

Caves. Melvyn Davies, 7th July 1994. Caves of West Wales. Oldham).

Access for cavers to Castlemartin Range West 
has recently been facilitated by Stuart France and 
Cambrian Caving Council. A permit is required to 
access the range, which can be obtained by attending 

one of the range briefing meetings which recommence 
in the spring. It is made quite clear where you can go 
and what you can and cannot do, highlighting issues 
such as leaving ordinance well alone, belays, seasonal 
restrictions due to nesting birds, and respect for 
archaeological sites. Failure to comply will result in 
an immediate ban.

Walking west onto the range from the Elegug Stacks 
(Stack Rock) car park one is confronted by 5 kilometers 
of folded, contorted limestone cliffs and coves, sea caves 
and blowholes, enticing to cavers and climbers alike. 
A quick search on the web also flags up some stunning 
clips of sea kayakers paddling into spectacular sea caves, 
but be warned that this is an extremely exposed and 
inhospitable stretch with few launch sites, landing not 
permitted. strong rips around headlands and nowhere to 
hide if the weather turns or your tide times are out! 

I’m interested in following up on the known sites and 
exploring the caves and sea caves more thoroughly, and 

would suggest that an ongoing database (any volunteers!?) 
logging the entire stretch with location, photos, surveys 
and descriptions of viable cave, blind leads and 
archaeologically sensitive sites, with freely available 
data, would be a worthwhile, ongoing CSS project and 
beneficial to both range wardens and all cavers alike.

A number of CSS stalwarts are planning to attend 
a Range West briefing in the spring and help to get the 
project underway. If you’d like to join us (especially if you 
have climbing and natural belay rigging skills!) you’re 
most welcome, and if you’d prefer to go it alone, some 
data on your discoveries would be much appreciated.

I have 2 CSS ladders over here, available to all 
members but many sites will only be accessible by SRT.       

Details of access to the Castlemartin Ranges and Ogof Govan can be found on  
cambriancavingcouncil.org.uk.
Range West H&S briefing sessions for 2017 are as follows: 23/02/17 1800h, 
25/02/17 1000h, 23/03/17 1800h, 25/03/17 1000h, 14/04/17 1000h 
(Good Friday), 27/04/17 1800h, 25/05/17 1800h (Bank Holiday weekend), 
27/05/17 1000h. Please be at the range gatehouse in plenty of time as people 
arriving late will be turned away.
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by Mark Lumley
I’ve recently moved over to Castlemartin, on the 

Pembroke coast, right next to the artillery range (ear 
defenders optional!) and directly opposite Pen y Holt 
stack. The Castlemartin peninsular sports a magnificent 
stretch of coast with rugged, dramatic limestone cliffs 
including those in the popular climbing area around 
St. Govan’s Head and along Castlemartin Range East. 
The area has an abundance of superb sea caves and 
blowholes and there is potential for ‘normal’ caves as 
evidenced by sites such as Ogof Govan (permission 
required) on Saddle Head and the significant 
resurgence by Star Rock on Broadhaven beach.

A number of small caves, including several of 
archaeological importance have been found over 
the years, most notably by members of SWCC & 
Cwmbran Caving Club (SWCC Newsletter 95, 1981.  Castlemartin 

Caves. Melvyn Davies, 7th July 1994. Caves of West Wales. Oldham).

Access for cavers to Castlemartin Range West 
has recently been facilitated by Stuart France and 
Cambrian Caving Council. A permit is required to 
access the range, which can be obtained by attending 

one of the range briefing meetings which recommence 
in the spring. It is made quite clear where you can go 
and what you can and cannot do, highlighting issues 
such as leaving ordinance well alone, belays, seasonal 
restrictions due to nesting birds, and respect for 
archaeological sites. Failure to comply will result in 
an immediate ban.

Walking west onto the range from the Elegug Stacks 
(Stack Rock) car park one is confronted by 5 kilometers 
of folded, contorted limestone cliffs and coves, sea caves 
and blowholes, enticing to cavers and climbers alike. 
A quick search on the web also flags up some stunning 
clips of sea kayakers paddling into spectacular sea caves, 
but be warned that this is an extremely exposed and 
inhospitable stretch with few launch sites, landing not 
permitted. strong rips around headlands and nowhere to 
hide if the weather turns or your tide times are out! 

I’m interested in following up on the known sites and 
exploring the caves and sea caves more thoroughly, and 

would suggest that an ongoing database (any volunteers!?) 
logging the entire stretch with location, photos, surveys 
and descriptions of viable cave, blind leads and 
archaeologically sensitive sites, with freely available 
data, would be a worthwhile, ongoing CSS project and 
beneficial to both range wardens and all cavers alike.

A number of CSS stalwarts are planning to attend 
a Range West briefing in the spring and help to get the 
project underway. If you’d like to join us (especially if you 
have climbing and natural belay rigging skills!) you’re 
most welcome, and if you’d prefer to go it alone, some 
data on your discoveries would be much appreciated.

I have 2 CSS ladders over here, available to all 
members but many sites will only be accessible by SRT.       

Details of access to the Castlemartin Ranges and Ogof Govan can be found on  
cambriancavingcouncil.org.uk.
Range West H&S briefing sessions for 2017 are as follows: 23/02/17 1800h, 
25/02/17 1000h, 23/03/17 1800h, 25/03/17 1000h, 14/04/17 1000h 
(Good Friday), 27/04/17 1800h, 25/05/17 1800h (Bank Holiday weekend), 
27/05/17 1000h. Please be at the range gatehouse in plenty of time as people 
arriving late will be turned away.
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As the onset of the new year also brings a new club calendar, I thought it might be useful to give a bit of 
extra information about the Meets for the first wedge of the year…
January 27th-29th  - CSS Annual Dinner/AGM Weekend
Caving in some of our fine local caves on Saturday, followed by some slap up feasting at The Bear.  The 
AGM will be taking place on Sunday in Tretower Village Hall at 11am.
I always enjoy the annual dinner as it’s a good time to catch up with people that I don’t see so often, as 
well as bantering with those that I do. The food at The Bear is always good, the beer likewise, and the 
company of fellow cavers excellent, so why not send your menu choices to me and confirm your attendance 
today! 
February 24th -26th - Cornwall staying at Bosigran Count House (Whisky Night goes on tour!)
A weekend of Cornish mine exploration, and posing like Poldark on clifftops. The hut is fantastically situ-
ated just a stones throw away from some good rugged coastline and has a cosy log burner to warm the 
cockles with after. It may seem a little odd going to Cornwall this time of year, but I quite enjoy a bit of 
blustery weather on clifftops and think it’ll be rather a good way to blow away the winter blues. 
My general plan for the weekend involves a trip to Bellan Mine on Saturday, which is in the scenic Cot 
Valley. SRT kit would be needed for this trip, as there are a couple of short but easy pitches to descend. 
There are also a number of other adits and shafts in the area that can be explored if anyone would rather 
do that. On Sunday I thought it would be good to visit Cligga Head Mine, this is further along the coast-
line in the homeward bound direction. This is quite a large complex of passages on a couple of different 
levels accessed by a narrow cliff path. The area is very dramatic and the mine has windows that overlook 
the beach and sea below. 
Traditionally we would have Whisky Night at Whitewalls on this weekend, but I’ve shifted the home 
meets a bit this year so that they’re a bit more evenly distributed. However, I am still going to bring some 
whisky!
Note - Matt and I will most likely be heading up a day earlier, anyone who would like to join us would be 
very welcome
March 17th-19th - Whitewalls Weekend with a holiday booze theme
Excellent local caving, plus an evening of jollity with a holiday booze theme.  This is Lee’s idea, the 
concept is a bit like whisky night, but everyone should bring a bottle of something they’ve picked up on 
holiday instead. Many a drinks collection includes some dubious spirits purchased in foreign climes that 
seemed like a good idea at the time, so why not wipe the dust off the bottle and bring it along to ply on 
your caving chums?  If don’t own such a beverage, then perhaps something reminiscent of holiday fun like 
Sangria, Margarita or Gluhwein.
For the caving trip on Saturday, I quite fancy doing a doing an OFD trip to Northern Lights as it’s an area 
of the system that I haven’t yet explored and looks very interesting. Anyone else who would like to come 
would be very welcome. There’s no reason why we can’t have multiple trips going on, so if anyone else has 
any suggestions of trips they’d like to do, please let me know, or just turn up and bring your ideas with 
you.
April 12th-19th - Scotland staying at the Grampian hut in Assynt over the Easter Holiday
This is a week-long  meet  based in the GSG hut in Elphin. I’ve gone for a Wednesday- Wednesday booking, 
primarily because I wanted to include the Easter Holiday but avoid the traffic that usually comes with it. 
The Grampian hut is without doubt the best caving hut in the UK for scenic views, and a good location for 
exploring some very fine and interesting caves. The Rana/Claonaite system is particularly impressive and 
varied, and home to The Great Northern Time Machine (Scotland’s largest cave passage). The Waterslide in 
Cnockers cave is another highlight, and Firehose is an experience like no other!  There’s also the option of 
venturing further up north to see Smoo Cave, and perhaps some coasteering  to Balnakiel Gloup.  
The caves of Assynt are found primarily in the valleys of Allt nan Uamh and Traligill, and tend to be clus-
tered quite closely together, which makes it possible to visit multiple smaller caves in one day. Though not 
all the caves are so short, both Rana and Claonaite are quite lengthy and offer a full day of activity.
Aside from caving there are also multitudes of really top-notch mountains to enjoy, coast walks, sea 
stacks, a good geology trail, boat trips to Handa Island, and many other sites of interest. 
 
If you’d like further details on any of the above trips, or to confirm your attendance please contact me at 

mandola76@gmail.com 

Upcoming Meets Jan-April 2017
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BACKGROUND 
 
I became aware of these mines when I was living in Caerphilly over 30 years ago.  They are 
located on former Forestry Commission Wales land, now run by Natural Resources Wales. 
Technically, access to mines without permission is an offence under forestry byelaws but people 
did and still do disregard this. It is unlikely anyone would be caught, let alone prosecuted, but this 
did happen to an outdoor pursuits instructor taking a group into the Penmachno Slate Mine a good 
ten years ago where one of his clients suffered a broken bone.  He was fined about £100 in the 
local magistrates court. 
 
There is an interesting report available on the bec-cave.org.uk website about their discovery of the 
Roman lead mine at Draethen. This is not the only mine there. The forest is full of small mine 
workings including a Victorian operation which is now the main underground site of interest there. 
 
My predecessor in post at the Cambrian Caving Council, Elsie Little, started negotiations with FCW 
as it then was, and later with NRW as it became, for official explorer access into approved mines 
on NRW or Welsh Government land – forestry being owned directly by the Welsh Government. 
Sadly, as we all know, Elsie died suddenly in June 2013 but her project was brought to fruition by 
the new members of the Cambrian Caving Council elected since its March 2014 AGM.  Elsie had 
asked cavers and mine explorers to nominate mines for the approved list for which she was 
seeking formal access permission.  One of those sites was the Draethen Mines.   
 
As Elsie left things, her draft contract would have required her era of CCC officers to contract 
directly with NRW for access and to assume personal liability for what other cavers did in the 
mines.  Furthermore, CCC was required to procure and buy insurance in the name of NRW that 
effectively duplicated and went way beyond what the BCA national policy offered. Clearly this was 
unworkable and my task upon taking over the reins was to devise a legal and insurance system 
which protected the CCC executive from personal claims and also to utilise the BCA insurance. 
 
To cut a long story short, we set up a not-for-profit limited liability company called Cave Access 
Ltd (CAL) to be the counterparty to NRW and WG in contracts providing legal access to agreed 
mines on their respective lands.  There was difficulty in persuading the other parties that the BCA 
insurance policy, which provides the necessary indemnity to all concerned, was fit for purpose, but 
we did in the end succeed with this – mainly due to NRW’s land agents pushing it all forwards. 
 
The devil, as ever, is in the detail. There were ten sites on our mines list but the CAL directors 
must submit a site management plan for each to NRW for approval before that site’s access 
system can begin to be used. With some sites there were no objections to our plans and access 
was promptly agreed. With a few sites in North Wales there were concerns expressed by the bat 
staff within NRW, but after sufficient reassurance on good visitor conduct these were overcome. 
However, for the one site in South Wales – the Draethen mines – we have been subjected to a 
stone-walling technique by NRW’s professional species staff insofar as our emails and reports to 
them have simply been ignored for over six months:  no communication from them, no comments, 
no objections, just nothing. 
 
Given this unusual way that NRW has of conducting business, CAL has decided to remove the 
Draethen Mines from the list still needing approvals when the contract is next renewed. This has 
the effect of reverting access to the status quo ante where explorers simply go to the mines if they 
please. There will be no attempts by CAL nor anyone else to inform users or monitor mine usage. 
 

DRAETHEN LEAD MINES By Stuart
France
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OUR MINE RESEARCH PROJECT 
 
What is behind all this NRW posturing is bats.  Draethen is near to Ruperra Castle where there is a 
summer colony of several hundred Greater Horseshoe bats, thus a nationally significant bat site.  
GH bats are considerably less common than the Lesser Horseshoe bats which can be observed in 
many South Wales caves each winter.  We observed 60+ of these GH bats over-wintering in the 
Victorian mine at Draethen, and nobody knows where the rest of the colony goes to hibernate. 
 
We are assuming this is what lies behind NRW ignoring our written communications:  they simply 
want to protect these rare bats, but seem clueless as to how, other than heads in the sand.  Not 
everyone in NRW is so negative. Their local land agent offered us a constructive site meeting in 
the summer of 2015, attended by himself, myself, the local forester and a bat consultant who was 
involved with a local hobby bat group interested in these mines and with Ruperra Castle. The land 
agent thus wanted an independent professional bat research study carried out as the basis for 
NRW deciding on mine explorer access and he suggested Dr Peter Smith as a local caver running a 
bat consultancy business as the best person for this job. Peter agreed to do it and offered his 
services on a pro bono basis, and I offered to install visitor counter equipment in the mines to 
determine the background level of pre-agreement mine visits as a free service too.  John Stevens 
agreed to start a detailed mine survey which Peter had said would be necessary in order to record 
his bat sightings accurately over repeated visits. We invited the bat group to join us provided they 
were proficient to go underground without needing leadership, but nobody volunteered. 
 
Peter and I visited the mine in January 2016 along with John Stevens and Mike Green.  Peter and I 
visited the Roman mine and the Victorian mines, counting bats and installing counters, while Mike 
and John started the underground survey of the large mine using Disto equipment.  The main 
mine was partly flooded due to the exceptional winter rainfall in January with a lake that had 
disappeared by the time of our later visits in 2016. 
 
Peter and I returned in late March 2016 to collect the visitor data and to see that the bat numbers 
had fallen with the onset of Spring.  Peter and I made a further visit at the end of May 2016 
finding no bats in the mines.  The two written reports, available on the chelseaspelaeo.org site, 
were submitted to NRW and these are the ones which at the time of writing this article in 
December 2016 have been completely ignored by NRW. This is perhaps because they 
recommended a seasonal mine access system from May to September – when there would be no 
bats in the mines as was confirmed by our observations. NRW’s Species Team staff, I imagine, 
want there to be no caver visits at all. 
 
I did a further trip into the mines in late November 2016 to remove the visitor counter equipment, 
after notifying the land agent of such, and citing the complete disengagement of the NRW Species 
Team as the reason for stopping our research.  Peter, John and I have agreed there is no point in 
making research and mine survey visits when the end result of our efforts is simply to be ignored. 
 
VISITOR COUNTER RESULTS 
 
January 2016 One visit by our research team to the Roman and Victorian mines 
February 2016 One short visit by unknowns to the Roman and Victorian mines on different 

dates both of them weekdays in the middle of the day 
March 2016 One visit by the research team to the Victorian mine 
April 2016 Two short visits by unknowns to the Victorian mine – the first on a Friday 

lunchtime and the second on a Sunday afternoon 
May 2016 One visit by our research team to the Victorian mine 
June-August 2016 No visitors 
September 2016 Short Sunday afternoon visit to Roman mine by unknowns 
October 2016 Short Sunday afternoon visit to Victorian mine by unknowns 
November 2016 No visitors other than ourselves to remove the visitor counter equipment 
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BAT OBSERVATIONS 
 
January 2016 64 GH, all torpid, and of which 36 and 9 were in clusters, plus 6 LH bats in 

the Victorian mine;  no bats seen in the Roman mine 
March 2016 8 GH, all torpid except one that flew, and 1 long-eared bat in Victorian mine; 

Roman mine not inspected; Little mine inspected and no bats seen 
May 2016 No bats seen in the Victorian mine; Roman and Little Mine not visited 
November 2016 7 GH in the walkable section of the Victorian mine, all torpid; 1GH seen in 

Roman mine as far as the counter equipment, torpid; Little mine not visited 
 
  
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
There is a lot of litter in the mines, as seen in my photos. Some of this is forestry rubbish like 
fence posts and barbed wire, some bottles and cans and food wrappers. We even found some 
underpants, jeans and canvas shoes lying in a complex network of upper passages.  There are also 
painted arrows and cairns showing the way out of what is, by caving standards, a short system.  
There are used cyalume sticks and their packets, also used no doubt to mark the way out for any 
nervous inexperienced visitors. 
 
The obvious access to the Victorian mine is a wide vertical shaft some 15m deep to a platform and 
then a scramble down for a further 20 metres to the bottom of the stope, giving a mine depth in 
this area of 35 metres.  We entered using SRT with the ropes tied to trees.  It could be laddered. 
 
Access to the Roman mine is best done down a hand-line tied to some tree.  The entrance slope is 
steep and muddy in places, so a rope and a jammer is necessary on the way out.  Little mine is 
best entered using a short abseil off a tree as the slope on the other side of the depression it lies 
in has a vertical drop of about 10 feet. The return upward is by SRT back to the tree. 
 
All the unknown explorer visits in 2016 listed in the table above lasted for less than one hour.  It 
takes far longer than that to explore the Victorian mine from end to end, as would be done by 
cavers routinely.  All this leads us to the conclusion that the unknown mine visitors are not cavers.  
If they are not cavers then how do they descend the shaft?  The fact they come briefly midweek 
and in working hours suggests professionals of some sort rather than amateurs having fun. 
 
NRW species staff’s uncommunicative stance is quite bizarre – not at all what I know of NRW staff 
generally who will go out of their way to listen, be helpful and conciliatory. I think therefore there 
must be some hidden reasons for this lack of response that we have experienced here. 
 
There is not much draught in the Roman mine, but a good draught is coming down the Victorian 
mine main shaft.  There is some draught at the entrance to Little mine which is located on the line 
of the ore vein in between the other two entrances.  This suggests there is an unknown entrance 
to the Roman mine that would provide unskilled underground visitors with access that does not 
involve ropes and ladders, thus enabling them to make their short forays perhaps only to look at 
the mine bat numbers then beat a hasty retreat. Underpants and cyalume sticks aside, easy access 
that is used during office hours would point more to NRW themselves (or some consultant of 
theirs) being directly involved rather than any hobby bat group or adventurous members of the 
general public.  My final piece of research to be done here, sometime in the new year, is likely to 
be a Freedom of Information Act inquiry made of NRW which could be a novel way to discover a 
second entrance underpinning some ‘secret bat project’ from the comfort of my office chair. 
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Castle Hill Quarry Shaft NGR 
ST 2442 4051.
It’s not often that one can report an unexplored 
cave but that is the case here. Castle Hill Quarry 
lies in a limestone hill at Cannington near Bridg-
water in Somerset. Back in 1968 I explored a large 
cavern here we called “Cannington Cavern“ though 
its correct name is “ Jackdaw Cave “. Despite ef-
forts to save it “Jackdaw Cave” was quarried away 
although it was an important bat roost and ar-
chaeological site. A full history of “Jackdaw Cave” 
appeared in Descent No. 249 ( April May 2016 ).
Shortly after that account a person looking at 
barytes veins noticed a cave in the SW corner of the 
quarry and reported its existence to The Mendip 
Cave Registry. During an August bank holiday I 
managed to investigate the cave myself. I found a 
large hole formed in a barytes vein followed by a 
rubble slope into a chamber. Boulders rolled down 
the loose slope dropped into an unseen pot and 

fell into deep water somewhere below. The cave 
was right on the quarry boundary and fenced off . 
It would be able to survive further quarrying but 
would take minutes to fill in and block by quarry 
machinery. The position of the pot is somewhere 
near 200 m SW of the original “Jackdaw Cave” and 
would appear to be unrelated . Assuming the pot to 
enter the local water table it would give a depth of 
some 40m to water. Without clearing the steep rub-
ble slope of loose boulders it would be impossible to 
descend the pot safely. This could not be done with-
out permission from the quarry company. Access to 
the site is difficult without passing the quarry plant 
and offices where there may be security cameras. We 
wrote to the company some time ago requesting per-
mission to make safe and survey the site.They never 
replied. Bearing the past history of “ Jackdaw Cave 
“ that leaves a difficult position and for now we 
would not wish to antagonise the company further 
in case they fill the cave in. That , of course, if they 
have not done so already. We are currently wonder-
ing what the best course of action to take.

Comings and Goings Off Mendip.

Photography - Nick Chipchase
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Daren Cilau-Ogof Cnwc

I wouldn’t normally write an article about 
a blatant tourist trip that many readers will 
have done several times but this trip deserves 
recording for a number of reasons. It was 
organised for the start of the week preceding 
EuroSpeleo as some old friends of mine: Rainer 
& Connie Straub were visiting the UK from 
Germany with their family.  I had last seen 
the pair of them when I attended their wedding 
in Germany back in 1998.  I remember the 
event very well as I was visiting Germany 
on a business trip and was able to arrange 
my itinerary so that I could go along (I also 
managed to squeeze in a couple of cave dives 
in Germany and their wedding reception was 
unique in that it was the only one I’d been to 
where there were portable compressors running 
in order to fill tanks for the next day’s cave 
dive).

Although I’d bumped into Rainer when he was 
on Mendip in 2015 for Hazel Barton’s nuptials, 
I hadn’t seen Connie in the intervening time 
and they now had two children: Fabien (16) 
and Lena (14) who they proposed to bring 
along on the trip as well. In addition to the 
Germans (who turned up promptly at noon – I 
did mention The War once, early on and got 
away with it), Leigh Bishop joined us.  Leigh 
is best known as a wreck diver and underwater 
photographer but he also started out as a caver 

and had done several trips into Daren in the 
‘80s when he’d been to the Restaurant at the 
End of the Universe and beyond.  Leigh rocked 
up in his van with a special mix tape playing 
‘80s music which he had been listening to on the 
drive down in order (according to Leigh) to get 
him “in the zone” for what was to come.

By Duncan Price
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We all changed and set off to Ogof Cnwc 
– Rainer had brought two large bags of 
camera gear as he is an accomplished cave 
photographer and wanted to take some photos 
during the trip. I was a bit dubious that we’d 
get too far with some kids in tow but I was 
later proved very wrong.  Once underground 
we had to stop several times in order for me to 
give a running commentary of where we were 
and explain why Busman’s Holiday was called 
such – also explaining what the colloquial 
term meant – i.e. a Bus driver going on a coach 
trip for a holiday is in fact no “holiday” at 
all.  The Germans all spoke very good English 
and I didn’t let on that I knew enough German 
to understand what they were saying to one 
another.

Once through into Antler Passage I kept an 
eye on Lena who was 2nd in line – I expected 
to have to point out holds on some of the more 
tricky climbs but every time I looked around to 
see if she was OK I found her right behind me.  
Rainer revealed that Lena was a mountaineer 
and that Fabien (who was carrying one of his 
Dad’s big cave packs) is a Brown Belt (3rd 
Dan) in Karate and competes at a national 
level in his home country. The family regularly 
go caving together with at least one vertical 
caving trip a month.
We made good time to The Antlers where 

Rainer wanted to take some photos. I pulled 
out a Snickers Bar and discovered that Leigh 
hadn’t brought any food as I’d advised him to 
“travel light” – since I had brought three bars I 
gave him one and secretly consumed the third 
before he noticed.  The Germans, meantime, 
opened up a Daren drum full of bratwurst and 
brown bread which they ate on a tablecloth 
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while Dad set up the photos.  These done (after 
an age where everyone but me and Rainer – 
who was behind the camera – was roped in as a 
model) we moved on to The Kitchen for a drink 
and then to see The Urchins.  I don’t normally 
visit Urchin Oxbow on a through trip but made 
an exception and was reminded of their beauty.  
Rainer got me to pose – under duress and in an 
uncomfortable position – for a couple of shots 
before we made our last stop at The White 
Company for similar.
Now over just half-way and with the photos 
done, we trogged up to the start of the Entrance 
Series. I decided to do THE HONORABLE 
THING and offer to carry one of Rainer’s big 
bags in order not to trouble the children with 
them.  This was A BIG MISTAKE as the tow 

strop was the long length and a right PAIN 
IN THE ARSE.  Nevertheless I persevered to 
the accompanying giggles of the kids laughing 
and joking (“I’ve got my elbow wet” said Lena 
at one point) all of the way.  We exited to 
the announcement (again by Lena, in perfect 
English) that “My parents said that this was 
a holiday!” to reach Whitewalls only to be 
informed by one member that “The hut is busy 
and we’d prefer you to change outside.” That 
request was briskly shrugged off and Leigh 
and I changed in the warm whilst our more 
hardy continental cavers changed outside in 
a gale by their camper van.  Then it was off to 
Crickhowell in Leigh’s van to the strains of 
“Einstein a Go-Go” for lamb shanks and beers 
in The Bear.

Photography - Rainer Straub
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I teamed up with Phil Knight of SWCC to 
spend a more than fruitful day investigating 
the lead and zinc mines that lie just north of 
Llandovery. The day did not start well as it 
was lashing down with rain which would not 
be conducive to a day walking the hills looking 
for old mines. Well, it was December, so what 
did I honestly expect?

I met Phil at the picturesque village of 
Rhandirmwyn which is just 10 minutes north 
of Llandovery. A few words about this place as 
it merits a special mention. Rhandirmwyn  is 
a pretty little village surrounded by green and 
lush hills and moorland. Industry would be 
the last thing you would expect taking place 
here but the area has a long association and 
history with lead mining going back to the  
time of Charles I where it is said the richness 
of the silver extracted from the lead, was 
sufficient to fund the Royalists fight against 
the Parliamentary forces in the Civil War. It 
is also said that the mines are of considerable 
antiquity with stone hammers being found, 
suggesting mining being done in prehistoric 
times. We hoped to find and explore some of the 
remains left by more modern workings.

The first adit we found was something I had 
relocated and is possibly the Blaen y Cwm 
level which Mel Davis described in an SWCC 
newsletter article in the 1970s. It is near the 

Upper Boat Level. We found the water in it 
over waist deep so we dug a drainage trench to 
lower the water with the intention of returning 
later in the day to explore it. This was not to 
happen and we must return to follow up on the 
find. 

The Upper Boat Level nearby was used as a 
transport level with small canal boats used to 
bring the lead ore from the mine, back in the 
C18th before the installation of the mine engine 
in Victorian times. Sadly we could see the 
collapsed portal and an air shaft just 3 m from 
the entrance. This needs digging out, and would 
be a good summer project.

We carried on to the furthest northerly 
workings above a major forestry road. A 
series of collapsed adits revealed one that was 
accessible and excited by this, we quickly got 
changed and slid into a very nice passage cut 
into the blue/grey shaley rock. This was an 
exploratory level, looking for minerals which 
had been driven 90 m without success. We found 
a small light and a bottle of drink, evidence of 
someone’s earlier explorations. 

We climbed the lower western side of the 
main hill of Pen Cerrig Mwyn, looking at the 
multitude of old adit  trenches, revealed by 
recent tree felling operations but apart from a 
hole which dropped into a chamber (possibly 
the top of the blocked stope) we found nothing 
of note.

We went south of the Angred shaft engine house 
and its chimney stack, and located a quarry  
just off the forestry road and Phil pointed out 

Nantymwyn Lead Mines By Paul Tarrant

The Angred House Engine Shaft

Newley Rediscovered Adit 
North of the Angred Shaft
and modern workings
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an adit which again was full of waist deep 
water that prevented exploration, although I 
gather from Phil that it goes for about 200 m 
with workings going off at the end. Another one 
to do with a wet suit.

We made our way over to Cadno level which 
I visited and bottomed during a NAMHO 
trip back in 2008. We had brought no gear to 
descend it but Phil wanted to traverse the top 
of the shaft in the entrance passage  to see what 
lay beyond. He encountered about 100 m of 
further passage and  a possible air shaft going 
to surface, and workings at the end with a shaft 
down. We retreated noting several belays on 
the main entrance passage shaft and will return 
and devote a whole day to exploration of the 
place, for which about 120 m of rope is needed 
to descend it. (Potential 2017 meet perhaps? It’s 
good)

By now the afternoon was progressing and the 
mist had rolled in and darkness would soon 
follow so we looked around further, finding 
a blocked shaft below Cadno level. We also 

over that lay a large chamber perhaps 10 m 
high. The rock consisted of a very flaky shale. 
The adit continued for about 200 m with several 
junctions and small workings which did not 
really go anywhere - clearly the miners were 
looking for a continuation of the lode.

The passage appeared old and hand-picked 
and the end of it got wet and cramped. Phil 
obligingly explored this and further research 
shows the passage heading back to Cadno level. 
(Roy Fellows article on Aditnow)

By now the afternoon was well advanced so 
we walked back over to the main workings, 
leaving the first adit we found for another day.
On the drive back from the site I showed Phil 
the roadside shaft, sadly now blocked which 
was used as a coaling shaft. Apparently the 
shaft was 25 m deep and led to the Deep Boat 
Level where coal was transported, by small 
boats to the bottom of the Angred shaft where 
it was lifted up several hundred feet to feed the 
boiler in the engine house.

The whole place is fascinating but frustrating 
at the same time, as there are over 20 miles of 
galleries associated with this mine complex. 
Only half a mile is now accessible. Anyone 
fancy a digging trip?

located some old ancient trial levels known 
locally as the “Dragons Cave”.  We found 
Roderick’s Lower Adit, lying slightly north 
and  100 m east of Cadno level. This had a wet 
entrance but as it was the last place to visit 
we entered in. The adit led to a debris cone and 

Phil looking down the Cadno
Level entrance shaft. 

Dragons Cave - Trial Level

Roderick’s Lower Adit

Photography - Paul Tarrant
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INDEX TO VOLUME 58 
 
Index to the following Chelsea Spelæological Society Newsletters (ISSN 0045-6381), published in 2016: 
 
Number Publication Date  Number Publication Date 
1&2&3 January/February/March  7&8&9 July/August/September 
4&5&6 April/May/June  10&11&12 October/November/December 
 
The index uses n:p(PS) where n is the Newsletter Number (only 1st), p the Page Number(s), P indicates a photograph is 
included and S a survey. Volume number is not shown as it is all 58. The index is divided into sections as follows: 
 
Section 1 – UK Section 2 – China Section 3 – Montenegro 
  
SECTION 1 - UK 
 
A 
Afton Red Rift, 10:70 
Agen Allwedd,  

Double Oxbows, 10:66(S) 
Frozen River Passage, 10:68-69(S) 
Hawkins Horror, 10:66(S) 
Main Passage, 1:5 
Main Stream Passage, 1:5 
Rimstone Passage, 10:66-69(PS) 
Sand Caverns, 10:66 
Southern Stream Passage, 1:5 
Summertime, 10:66 
Turkey Streamway, 10:66-69 
Upper Keyhole Passage, 10:66 

 
B 
Baker’s Pit, 10:70 
Buckingham Mine, 10:72-73(PS) 
 
C 
Castle Hill Quarry Shaft, 10:82(PS) 
Castlemartin Range West, 10:74-75(P) 
Cow Pot, 4:30-31 
CSS 

Annual Dinner, Notice of 2017,  
Annual General Meeting, Notice of 2017,  
Golden Oldies, 7:42-43(P), 10:60-62(P) 
Meets List, 1:14, 4:34, 7:54, 10:76-77(P), 10:90 
Meets Reports (Social), 1:12(P), 4:36(P), 7:38(P), 

7:45(P) 
Obituaries, 1:2(P), 1:13, 7:39 
Organisation, 1:15, 4:35, 7:55, 10:91 
Web Site, 4:22-23 

Cwm Dwr, see OFD 
 
D 
Dan yr Ogof,  
Darren Cilau, see Ogof-y-Darren-Cilau 
Draethen Lead Mines, 10:58(P), 10:78-81(PS) 
 
E 
EuroSpeleo, 7:40-41, 7:54(P) 
 
F 
Fester hole, See Tween Twins Hole 
 

G 
Gavel Pot, 4:30 
 
I 
Ibbeth Peril II, 7:50 
 
J 
Jingley Pot, 7:56(P) 
 
L 
Lancaster Hole, 4:30-31 
 
M 
Mangle Hole, 7:37(P) 
Maskhill Mine, 10:70 
Mistral Hole, 4:31 
 
N 
Nantymwyn Lead Mines, 10:86-87(P) 
 
O 
Ogof Cnwc, see under Ogof-y-Darren-Cilau 
Ogof Craig a’r Fynnon, 1:10-11(P), 1:16(P), 7:46-

47(P) 
Ogof Draenen, 1:1(P) 
Ogof Fynnon Ddu, 1:11, 7:44(P) 
Ogof-y-Darren-Cilau, 10:64-65(P), 10:83-85(P), 

10:92(P) 
Aggy Passage, 10:65 
Antler Passage, 10:84 
Antlers, The, 10:84 
Beyond Time, 10:64 
Bonsai Streamway, 10:64 
Busman’s Holiday, 10:84 
Crystal Oxbow, 10:65 
Diggers Day Off, 10:65 
Eastern Flyover, 10:64 
Epocalypse Way, 10:64 
Flyunder, The, 10:64 
Frog Street, 10:64-65 
Half-Mile Passage, 10:64-65 
Hard Rock, 4:19(P), 7:51-52(P) 
Kilburn High Road, 10:65 
Kitchen, The, 10:85 
Loop Route, 10:64 
Meeting Room, The, 10:64 
Source of Time, 10:64 
The Inconvenient Truth, 10:64 
Time Machine The, 10:64 
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Urchin Oxbow, 10:85 
Urchins, The, 10:85 
Valentine’s Chamber, 10:64 
Western Flyover, 10:64 
White Company, The, 10:85 

Oxlow Cavern, 10:70 
 
P 
Pwll Dwfn, 7:48-49 
 
R 
Reservoir Hole, 1:6-7(PS), 4:25 
 
S 
Short Drop Cave, 4:30 
Silica Mines, 4:29(P) 
Simpson Pot, 10:63 
Swan Mine, 1:2(P), 1:4(P) 
Swildon’s Hole, 7:45, 10:57 ,10:89(P) 

 
T 
Tween Twins Hole, 4:18(P), 4:24-25(P) 
 
U 
Upper Canada Cave, 1:8-9(P) 
Upper Flood Swallet, 4:32-33(P) 
 
V 
Vurley Swallet Dig, 7:52-53(P), 10:71(PS) 
 
W 
Washfold Pot, 4:31, 7:39 
Water Icicle Close Cave, 10:70 
Wigmore, 4:17(P), 4:20-21, 4:25(P) 
 
 

 
NON UK  
 
SECTION 2 – China 
Jiuxing Scenic Area, 4:26-28(P) 
 

SECTION 3 – Montenegro 
Djurovića Cave, 1:5 
 

 

As the front cover  is a picture taken in Swildon’s Hole I thought it worth mentioning a few of the 
more recent trips.

Tuesday 11th October 2016. Nick Butler, Andy Chamberlain, John Cooper, John Da Casto, Duncan 
Price, Duncan Simey and Jude Vanderplank. An easy evening trip just to the Old Grotto for Dun-
can Simey to take some Christmas pictures. These were commissioned by SAGA Magazine and 
it was agreed that the fee would be donated to Mendip Cave Rescue. If you obtain the December 
edition you can see the result. 1 hour.

Sunday 20th November 2016. John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell and Barry Weaver. Heavy rain over 
past couple of days meant the water was over the bottom pipe when we arrived at the entrance. 
Went to Sump I and came out the Long Dry Way. Met first party in the cave as we arrived back 
at bottom of the Old Forty, Lee having found an empty tackle bag floating along just before. They 
hadn’t realised they had lost it! Barry then found a GoPro in the stream just above! Fortunately it 
had a name and address including telephone number tucked inside the housing and has since been 
returned to its owner. When we came out we cleared the logs etc out of the bottom pipe and the 
water level dropped quite quickly. Left it when it had achieved 1cm of airspace and still dropping. 
However the following day it really rained and the water was going in the block house! 1¾ hours.

Groups trying to do the Short Round Trip on 3rd, 4th, 5th and 10th of December had all turned 
back at the Mud Sump which had filled up after the rain mentioned above (and also in Nick Chip-
chase’s article on Vurley). 

Sunday 11th December 2016. John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell and Barry Weaver. Bailed the Mud 
Sump for 40 minutes to achieve an airspace. Triangle about 10-15cm sides should allow a draught 
through to refresh the air. 2 hours.

Another bailing trip will be required to get the level down to what is comfortable for everyone.

RECENT TRIPS INTO SWILDON’S HOLE by John Cooper
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CSS Meets List 2017 By Mandy Voysey
January 27th-29th - CSS Annual Dinner/AGM Weekend
Caving in some of our fine local caves on Saturday, followed by some slap up feasting at 
The Bear.  The AGM will be taking place on Sunday in Tretower Village Hall at 11am.
February 24th -26th - Cornwall, staying at Bosigran Count House (Whisky Night goes on 
tour!)
A weekend of Cornish mine exploration, and posing like Poldark on clifftops. Bellan Mine 
and the Cot Valley will be the port of call on Saturday, and Cligga Head Mine on Sunday. 
March 17th-19th - Whitewalls Weekend with a holiday booze theme
Local (ish) caving fun, followed by an evening of jollity with a holiday booze theme. 
Suggested caving trip for Saturday, OFD Northern Lights.
April 12th-19th - Scotland, staying at the Grampian hut in Assynt  (Easter Holiday)
A week based in the GSG hut in Elphin, with fine views and excellent caving and 
mountain walking prospects in very close proximity. A chance to see The Great Northern 
Time Machine, marvel at Cnockers and descend ANUS.
May 5th-7th -  Whitewalls Working Weekend
A weekend of hut maintenance activities with John and Mike as taskmasters.
May 26th-29th - Yorkshire, staying at the Craven hut
This is the Bradford Winch Weekend, so Gaping Gill with its multiple through-trip 
options will definitely be on the cards for one day. Other trips to be decided, and may 
focus less on srt than usual.  
June 23rd-25th - CSS Summer BBQ at Whitewalls
Excellent local caving, plus the usual BBQ fun and food. Proposed trip for Saturday - 
Draenen Waterfall Series.
July 14th-16th - Pembrokeshire
A weekend camping on the dramatic Pembrokeshire coastline, with a trip to Ogof Gofan 
and kayaking around the sites of speleological interest along the coast. 
August 4th-6th - Mendip, staying at the SMCC hut.
A good dose of Mendip caving, drinking at The Hunters and BBQ feast. Trips to include 
Charterhouse, Upper Flood, and Swildon’s. 
August 25th-28th - Bank Holiday Weekend at Whitewalls
Paul has offered to take a trip to Nantymwyn Mine near Llandovery on the Saturday and 
Stuart is organising a wine and cheese event for that evening. Other trips and activities to 
be decided.
September  - Hidden Earth 
October 13th-15th - North Wales staying at the Lancashire Caving/Climbing Club Hut 
Our mission the Croesor/Rhosydd through trip, a classic underground adventure involving 
zip-wires, inflatable dinghies, and Indiana Jones style rickety bridges. There are other 
extensive mines to explore here and plenty of excellent mountain walks too.
November 3rd-5th - Bonfire Weekend at Whitewalls
Caving, bonfire, fireworks, food and fun with caving chums. 
December 1st-3rd - Whitewalls Curry Weekend
More caving and fun with chums, but with homemade curry and sundries.

If anyone has any suggestions of trips they would like to do on any of the meets then do 
let me know. The above trips are likely to be expanded on and additional events added 
during the year, so I’ll keep everyone updated on any changes. 
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07711 943492 (Mobile) 
melrei@hotmail.com
Committee Member
Jason McCorriston
72 Christchurch Road, Penmaen Estate
Oakdale, Blackwood, Gwent, NP12 0UX
(01495) 221479 (Home)
jason_mccorriston@talktalk.net
Committee Member
John Newton
39 North Park Grove,Roundhay,Leeds,LS8 1EL
(0113 2933807)(Home)
07796 696916 (Mobile)
johnnewton2@virginmedia.com
Committee Member
Lucy Jones
29 Canney Close
Chisledon
Swindon, SN4 0PG
01372 450958 (Home)
07880 738790 (Mobile)
mrsbadger10@gmail.com

Whitewalls
The Hillside, Llangattock, Powys, NP8 1LG, UK
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